TIM MARRS
ILLUSTRATION AND ART DIRECTION
Born. Nottingham,U.K in 1972 to a Geordie Coal Miner Dad and a beautiful 18 year old Mum.
( Questions answered circa 2013 with the odd more recent bit added )

1. Can you describe the processes you go through when working on an illustration
commission from start to finish?
Having a read of the brief whilst sipping a coffee is the norm, with some tunes rattling on in the
background. If it’s a more taxing brief the music will be softened and I’ll sit in the thinking chair
in the studio, with my sketchbook in hand, jotting some notes down, word association or just
listing key descriptions from the brief is usual . Also using visuals/ sketches of possible content for
compositions.
As my work is mostly computer based now, the initial sketches can give me an idea of content so
I know what possible photos I might need, often I have images supplied by clients to use so these
can be a starting a point. It will depend also on the style brief, advertising and editorial processes
may differ depending on how much visual research or idea generation I have to complete prior
to making.I have a bank of textures and photos I’ve collected over the years so these are also
starting points or I set about creating new if the brief needs it. I like to do this as often as I can,
a bit of mark making etc can help me get in the mood for an image and help a more dynamic feel.
Once all illustration parts are collated, photoshop gives me the chance to edit and compose,
a little like a digital screen print….lots of layers. Once I have something I think answers the brief,
I send a low rez jpeg via email to the client. The computer has help speed my process up no end;
I used to have to send pencils sketches, prior to a painted finals, that often had no resemblance to
the original pencil sketch. This new way of working gives the client a quicker visual that is closer
to final and for editorial clients is far more efficient. Deadlines seem to be getting shorter and
shorter 1 day for a rough and the final supplied on the second day is common.
So once the client gets back to me, they maybe request a few additions or changes but mostly
I get the o.k to go ahead with final.

2. Which commissions do you enjoy the most, and which are most beneficial to you (if
these aren’t the same)?
VI like keeping busy so all briefs are enjoyable …usally. Lately I’ve had a few moving image projects where initially I’ve been commissioned to create images for animation. This involves styling
and interpreting scripts often a scene at a time. The whole process has been exciting and challenging. Coming from my more illustrative/ design background has helped when generating quite
dynamic imagery that the animators then breathe some life into. I then help art direct alongside
the director for the final adverts.

3. Would you say that a traditional or digital process has a more important role in
your work (I mean computers opposed to pen and paper)? Why?
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1. Can you describe the processes you go through when working on an illustration
commission from start to finish?
4. Who are the illustrators Artists and designers you most admire or have inspired
you?
Having a read of the brief whilst sipping a coffee is the norm, with some tunes rattling on in the
background. If it’s a more taxing brief the music will be softened and I’ll sit in the thinking chair
Illustrators: The Clayton Brothers, David Hughes, Dave McKean and Christian Northeast
in the studio, with my sketchbook in hand, jotting some notes down, word association or just
Graphic designers: David Carson and Vaughan Oliver
listing key descriptions from the brief is usual . Also using visuals/ sketches of possible content for
Artists: Robert Rauschenberg, Peter Blake, Warhol and Eduardo Paolozzi
compositions.
Photographers: Joel Sternfeld
As my work is mostly computer based now, the initial sketches can give me an idea of content so
I know what possible photos I might need, often I have images supplied by clients to use so these
can be a starting a point. It will depend also on the style brief, advertising and editorial processes
5. What methods do you use to market your services? Is there anything that is workmay differ depending on how much visual research or idea generation I have to complete prior
ing particularly well?
to making.I have a bank of textures and photos I’ve collected over the years so these are also
starting points or I set about creating new if the brief needs it. I like to do this as often as I can,
a bit of mark making etc can help me get in the mood for an image and help a more dynamic feel.
Various publications, inc. contact, aoi images are traditional avenues to promote your work in
Once all illustration parts are collated, photoshop gives me the chance to edit and compose,
but I also send direct email updates to clients, blog updates and website promos. Occasional more
a little like a digital screen print….lots of layers. Once I have something I think answers the brief,
bespoke hand made / printed projects can be a more personal way of reaching out to a smaller
I send a low rez jpeg via email to the client. The computer has help speed my process up no end;
more direct audience. i.e music magazines or travel mags. I’ve on occasions created something
I used to have to send pencils sketches, prior to a painted finals, that often had no resemblance to
that reflects the theme or is a more personal response, a bespoke booklet that’s eye catching,
the original pencil sketch. This new way of working gives the client a quicker visual that is closer
popped into an even more eye catching envelope and gets the art directors attention….well that’s
to final and for editorial clients is far more efficient. Deadlines seem to be getting shorter and
the idea.
shorter 1 day for a rough and the final supplied on the second day is common.
Since writing this I think the world of instagram has become a good way of interacting directly
So once the client gets back to me, they maybe request a few additions or changes but mostly
with potential new clients and art directors.
I get the o.k to go ahead with final.

6. What are your thoughts on working with agents / representatives?
I’d recommend to all illustrators starting out that to at least try and establish your own client base,
even if it is primarily editorial. Now that we can all promote ourselves via the web, its easier than
ever to have a presence in the market place.
Most agents want exclusivity, which means they are your sole source of work. Its good to have control of how you promote yourself and who you promote to, being proactive in quiet times as an
illustrator is essential, you cant and shouldn’t rely on this one way of getting work.
The positives are obviously that the Agents have a wealth of experience, contacts and knowledge
that can help promote and get work in areas that are traditionally harder to get known or seen in.
ie advertising.
I’ve been very lucky, that I have two agents. One London based and the other in NYC, both have
helped me establish myself as an illustrator and open many a door that I previously may have not
been able to open.
7. Do you do anything to supplement your income? Second job or sell limited edition
prints etc.?
Not at present, but in the past I used to work part time in an art shop whilst establishing myself in
the illo world and studying for a Masters. Also taught part time on a BTEC, which was fun most
of the time but gets in the way when you’re busy and have deadlines to meet.
I sell selected prints via Lumas gallery, which has a global high street presence along with an
online gallery shop.

8. How do you keep your work fresh? Do you need to consciously adapt your style or
does it progress naturally?
Its hard to continually keep looking at ways of keeping your work fresh especially if you’re busy.
My style has had to evolve over the years to get more work or to appeal to a broader audience. In
doing this some might say it lost an edge, but I break out and rough it up with a mark making fest
when a job allows it.
Once graduating from my M.A with a very self- indulgent, rough and ready portfolio my work
was well received but quite often excuses would be made by art directors, it would go something
like – I’d like to commission you but my editor wouldn’t go for it etc’ . I was given valuable advice
during this period and set about adapting and adding elements to my work that would make it
more commissionable and with broader themes etc.
I keep sketchbooks now in varying degrees of success and detail, along with photographs that I take
on my travels. Also occasional little screen printed or painted side projects that can filter through
into my illustration work. Just breaking away from the computer screen and making work in a
more traditional manor can be enough to get the juices flowing again.
9. Where do you most commonly find your inspiration? (I imagine your first answer
would be ‘everywhere’ but is there something that really gets the juices flowing?)
I’ve been working on various moving image projects of late and love seeing my work come to life
in this style really has got me thinking and excited at a potential new chapter in my ever evolving
life as an illustrator.Working with Chris Curtis has become a more permanent fixture since these-

early days when he worked at Passion pictures and I worked as a freelancer on occasional projects.
We collaborate now on commercials and moving image projects at Curtismarrs.com
10. Did you study for a degree in illustration or related subject? Do you think it is
necessary / of benefit to study design at higher education level?
The combination of the educational process, the people you meet along this journey is key Just
being exposed to new ideas, new ways of thinking/ working, having time to develop, grow up and
open your mind are essential to help make you somebody who maybe able to cope with the very
hard slog that it is to be an illustrator.
I did a BA in graphic design and illustration, then a Masters in illustration ( design communication ) both were essential in my development as an image maker. But my Foundation course was
always the backbone to my mark making and gave me a strong starting point to enter the world of
higher education with.
11. What do you think is the most important thing an art college should teach a
student of illustration?
Keep experimenting and don’t be obsessed with the word ‘style’ . You will never graduate as a
finished illustrator. Drawing and mark making is a back bone to everything, keep away from the
computer as long as you can and feeling like you’re failing is good and normal its how you cope
with and respond to this is key. This is a long journey and you need backbone to survive!

12. What advice would you give an aspiring illustrator? What do you wish you had
known when you were starting out, that you know now?
I wouldn’t change anything on this crazy journey I’ve taken so far…. The Masters was certainly a
turning point for me and gave me the confidence to move forward with my work.
My advice to any illustrator would be simply to keep believing, keep looking for new avenues to see
your work commissioned in, keep developing your work, be open to change, move to London,
share a studio, travel and then move to the seaside….. it worked for me. But joking aside it is
getting harder and harder to earn a living in this field and seems collaboration is the future and
becoming more of all rounder with combined skills that are far broader than mine!

13. What advice would you give an aspiring illustrator? What do you wish you had
known when you were starting out, that you know now?
I wouldn’t change anything on this crazy journey I’ve taken so far…. The Masters was certainly a
turning point for me and gave me the confidence to move forward with my work.
My advice to any illustrator would be simply to keep believing, keep looking for new avenues to see
your work commissioned in, keep developing your work, be open to change, move to London,
share a studio, travel and then move to the seaside….. it worked for me. But joking aside it is
getting harder and harder to earn a living in this field and seems collaboration is the future and
becoming more of all rounder with combined skills that are far broader than mine!

14. Do you actively use social media? What’s the best way to follow and out more
about your work?
I’m in the middle of a big website update, still the best way to see my work alongside twitter and
Instagram. But this platform baffles me and seems lately to be populated often by women with
questionable artistic talent claiming to be fine artists standing seductively in front of their
canvases and have over 50k followers. What does this even mean ?

15. Whats next? do you have any dreams or ambitions for your work?
I’ve always been quietly confident with my skills and where they might take me, but i think at the
start of this journey would never have dreamt of the opportunities, work and clients i’ve had the
pleasure of working with. So the key is maybe to think bigger Ha! So why not a Movie ? To help
Art direct and visualise something would be epic.
15. Tell us about your education?
5 x GCSE’S A-C and D in maths and D in English language. – Along time ago!
2 x A levels. B in Art and D in CDT 1988-90
ART FOUNDATION – MERIT West Notts college of Art – 1990-91
BA GRAPHIC DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATION 2-1 Hull University 1991-1994
MA DESIGN AND COMMINCATION/ILLUSTRATION Central Saint Martins of Art 1996-99

KEEP THE FAITH AND KEEP DREAMING BIG AND WORKING HARD,FIND THINGS
TO DO THAT MAKE YOU HAPPY, IF YOU GET PAID FOR THEM EVEN BETTER! WHO
WANTS TO WORK IN AN OFFICE RIGHT?
Love Marrs x

